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Full sales particulars of each property available online, by email or post on request

The particulars and the descriptions and measurements herein do not form part of any contract and whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy this cannot be guaranteed.
Detailed Notes & Guidelines

1. **Auction Brochure**
   Brief details of the properties for sale are set out in this brochure. All properties have a more detailed set of sales particulars which are available on request. Unless stated otherwise, all lots will be sold in accordance with the Law Society's Standard Conditions of Sale Version 4 and RICS Common Auction Conditions Edition 3. Prior to the auction, the Common Auction Conditions can be emailed to interested parties and a copy will be available in the auction room. Please note that the order of the auction brochure is not necessarily the order of sale and Clarke & Simpson reserve the right to withdraw or amend any lot.

2. **Guide Price**
   Guide prices are provided as an indication of each seller's minimum expectation. They are not necessarily figures which a property will sell for and may change at any time prior to the auction. Each property will be offered subject to a Reserve (a figure below which the Auctioneer cannot sell the property during the auction) which we expect will be set within the Guide Range or no more that 10% above a single figure Guide.

3. **Auction Reserve**
   The properties will be offered subject to undisclosed reserve prices. The Vendors reserve the right for Clarke & Simpson to bid on their behalf up to the reserve.

4. **Legal Pack**
   Please refer to individual lot particulars for details regarding the Special Conditions of Sale and other legal documentation.

5. **Sales prior to Auction**
   For our clients to accept an offer prior to the Auction, a premium price would have to be put forward and a purchaser would be required to sign the contract in the offices of Clarke & Simpson and put down a 10% deposit well in advance of the Auction date. Whilst any offers will be considered prior to the Auction, the Seller is under no obligation to accept them. If an offer is accepted prior to the Auction, there will be no commitment on either party until contracts have been exchanged. Neither Clarke & Simpson or the Vendor will be responsible for any losses or abortive costs incurred by prospective purchasers in respect of lots which are withdrawn or sold prior to the auction.

6. **Viewings**
   Please see individual sales particulars with regards to viewing arrangements. All viewings are at the viewer's own risk. While viewing, prospective purchasers should satisfy themselves as to the location, boundaries and condition of each lot prior to the Auction.

7. **Liability of the Bidder**
   The successful bidder will be under a legally binding contract upon the fall of the Auctioneer’s gavel and must immediately provide to the Clerk of the Auctioneer their name, address and other appropriate information. The information provided will be used to complete a Memorandum of Sale which forms part of the Special Conditions of Sale and the successful bidder must sign and therefore exchange contracts immediately at the end of the Auction putting down a 10% deposit (unless otherwise stated) by cheque or debit card (credit cards and cash are not accepted).

8. **Insurance**
   The successful purchaser will be responsible for insuring the property from the fall of the gavel and should make their own arrangements in this respect.

9. **Alterations**
   Prospective purchasers should note that there may be amendments to the sales particulars, conditions and Special Conditions of Sale. The final copy of all the documentation will be available at the Auction venue.

10. **If you cannot attend the Auction**
    Clarke & Simpson strongly advise that all interested parties should attend the Auction in order to bid. If this is not possible, please contact Clarke & Simpson to obtain a non-attending/telephone bid form.

11. **General Note**
    This brochure and the individual particulars are produced in good faith. If any interested parties are not familiar with Auction procedures or require general of specific information relating to a particular lot, Clarke & Simpson will endeavour to assist. Prospective purchasers are strongly advised to take independent professional advice prior to attending the auction and bidding.

12. **Services**
    The Auctioneer has not tested any equipment, apparatus, fittings or services of any of the properties in the sale and cannot verify that any are in working order.

13. **Fixtures & Fittings**
    All fixtures and fittings including carpets, curtains, garden ornaments and furniture are excluded from the sale unless stated otherwise in the particulars of sale for each individual lot.

14. **Wayleaves, Easements & Rights of Way**
    The properties are sold subject to and with the benefit of all easements, wayleaves, rights of way (whether public or private), water, drainage, sewage, wayleaves or easements that may legally exist or affect the same whether declared or not and also subject to all outgoings or charges connected with the property whether mentioned in the individual sales particulars or not.

15. **Planning Permission & Building Regulations**
    The purchaser will be deemed to have full knowledge and to have satisfied themselves as to any planning matters that may affect the property and any building regulations.

16. **Tenure & Possession**
    The properties will be offered for sale freehold and with vacant possession upon completion unless otherwise stated in the individual sales particulars.

17. **Buyers’ Identification**
    Under the Money Laundering Regulations 2017, we are now required to take identification for all buyers. With auctions, it is necessary to take the identification of those bidding on the basis that one of these parties may go on to become the buyer. Please, therefore, do your best to arrive thirty minutes prior to the start of the auction. Proceed to the front of the room where a member of Clarke Simpson’s staff will take a copy of your identification. Identification should be in the form of the photo page of your passport or photo driving licence. In addition, a utility bill with your name and address on it is required. For those bidding by proxy, please provide your identification when submitting your completed form.
General Auction Notes & Procedures

The previous page describes information regarding the auction in detail. The following notes are meant to be a general guide for those unfamiliar with buying property by auction and who are somewhat daunted by the prospect. The notes are prepared to assist, but prospective purchasers should not hesitate to consult the Agents/Auctioneers if there are any matters that require further explanation. Many people like to buy by auction, which is a totally transparent process rather than the uncertainties of private treaty or tenders. However, it is important that interested parties do their research before the auction. Buying by auction is unconditional and when the hammer falls a legal and binding contract is formed. If you are the successful bidder, you are legally obliged to complete the sale.

1. Before the Auction
   Each property being sold will have a set of sales particulars to provide a general description and more details about such matters as viewing the property and obtaining the legal documentation. If you decide to obtain a survey of a property, please ask a surveyor to call us direct to make an arrangement for access. If you require a mortgage, it is essential that you obtain a formal offer from your lender before the auction day. Most building societies and banks will wish to instruct a Chartered Surveyor to prepare a valuation before making a mortgage offer, so you need to make your mortgage application as swiftly as possible. Generally, you will need to complete the purchase within 28 days of the auction (this varies - please refer to the individual Special Conditions of Sale). So make sure you discuss the timescale with your lenders and make sure it will not be a problem.

   On the day of auction/at the auction, it may be too late to ask additional enquiries, so make sure you ask your solicitor to make all enquiries well in advance of the auction date. On the day on the auction, we would recommend that you arrive in good time and bring with you your cheque book or debit card (cash and credit cards are not accepted). Please also bring identification in the form of your passport or driver's license (for photo ID) and a recent utility bill (for proof of address). Please also bring with you details of the solicitor you will be using. Please note you are not required to register before the auction.

2. Day of the Auction
   i) The order of lots will be decided on the day of the auction.

   ii) The auction will start promptly. Please arrive early and, if you intend to bid, provide the auctioneers with your ID. The auctioneer will make a number of announcements which may include last minute amendments and information of any lots which have been withdrawn or sold prior.

   iii) The properties will be offered subject to a reserve price ie the vendor will decide the minimum acceptable price. This reserve is usually not made public but the auctioneer will make it clear when the property is "in the market" (ie the price is above the reserve) or if it is withdrawn having failed to meet the reserve.

   iv) Bidding is simple - the auctioneer will determine the increment of bidding (ie the increase price upon each bid) and this will be made quite clear. Bids should be made as clearly as possible by raising your hand or brochure. Please do not be concerned that an inadvertent wink will be taken as a bid for the wrong lot! This will not happen and the auctioneer will make it entirely clear whose bid is standing when the bidding is drawing to a close.

   v) At the fall of the hammer in the auction room, exchange of contracts takes place. The auction itself will not take long and immediately after it is finished, successful buyers must come to the front of the room to sign the Memorandum of Sale and pay their deposit by cheque or debit card (usually 10% of the purchase price, but please refer to the Special Conditions of Sale). Signing will be dealt with by a either a member of Clarke & Simpson's staff or by the solicitor acting for the vendor. The completion date (when possession is given and the balance of the price becomes payable) will be detailed in the respective sale particulars for the property and in the Special Conditions of Sale.

   vi) Once the paperwork has been signed and the deposit paid, you will receive one of the signed copies of the Memorandum of Sale. This should be given to your solicitor as soon as possible. The vendor’s solicitor and the purchaser’s solicitor will then finalise matters so completion can occur on the relevant date.

We hope these points answer your queries but please do not hesitate to discuss any concerns with us.

PLEASE NOTE — NEW REGISTRATION PROCESS REQUIRED PRIOR TO AUCTION — SEE NOTE 17
FOR SALE BY AUCTION

Land at Brabling Green, Framlingham, Suffolk IP13 9JD
An attractive area of amenity land comprising grassland and woodland located on the outskirts of the desirable town of Framlingham. Good road frontage and mains water connected.
2.97 acres (1.20 hectares)

GUIDE PRICE: £45,000 FREEHOLD
Ref: C1440/H
Full sales particulars available on request.

FOR SALE BY AUCTION

Land at Low Common, South Lopham, Suffolk IP22 2JR
A rare opportunity to purchase grassland extending to 4.15 acres (1.68 hectares) on Low Common, South Lopham close to Redgrave and Lopham Fen.

GUIDE PRICE: £45,000 FREEHOLD
Ref: W118B/H
Full sales particulars available on request.

FOR SALE BY AUCTION

Plot adjacent to 1 Lodge Cottages, Bedfield IP13 7HH
A plot with planning permission for a two bedroom chalet style house within the village of Bedfield, Nr Debenham.

GUIDE PRICE: £75,000 FREEHOLD
Ref: P6195/C
Full sales particulars available on request.
FOR SALE BY AUCTION

Land at Earl Soham, Suffolk, IP13 7RY - Lot A

A beautiful area of traditional grassland in one good size enclosure surrounded by mature hedgerows and/or post and rail fencing. The property benefits from a stable block and mains water connection.

9.80 acres (3.97 hectares) - Guide Price £125,000
Ref: C1443/H
Full sales particulars available on request.

FOR SALE BY AUCTION

Land at Earl Soham, Suffolk, IP13 7RY - Lot B

A single enclosure comprising an attractive area of permanent pasture interspersed with mature trees and adjoining a tributary of the River Deben. The property has two good size field shelters and road frontage.

6.83 acres (2.76 hectares) - Guide Price £55,000
Ref: C1443/H
Full sales particulars available on request.
Holstow Lodge, Lodge Rd, Hollesley, Woodbridge, Suffolk IP12 3RR

A detached house requiring complete renovation or rebuilding, standing in a pleasant location with 2.7 acre grounds, between Hollesley and Shottisham.

GUIDE PRICE: £275,000 FREEHOLD
Ref: P6082/C
Full sales particulars available on request.

Red House Farm, Eastbridge, Suffolk, IP16 4SL

A red brick four bedroom house with scope for renovation and extension, in grounds of three quarters of an acre located in the heart of Eastbridge, on the Heritage Coast.

GUIDE PRICE: £325,000 FREEHOLD
Ref: P6279/C
Full sales particulars available on request.
FOR SALE BY AUCTION

A five bedroom, detached house enjoying easterly views of the sea and westerly views over open countryside, located in Bawdsey, just ten miles from Woodbridge.

Rose Cottage, East Lane, Bawdsey, Suffolk, IP12 3AP

Sitting room, dining room, kitchen, utility room, two ground floor bedrooms and bathroom. Three first floor bedrooms along with two further bathrooms and a shower room. Gardens and grounds of over half an acre. Parking and garage.

GUIDE PRICE: £475,000 FREEHOLD
Ref: P6287/C
Full sales particulars available on request.
Need to sell or buy furniture? If so, our Auction Centre would be pleased to assist—please call 01728 746323.